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To,
The Director- HR
ONGC,
Jeevan Bharati, Tower II
Indira Gandhi Chowk,
New Delhi.

Sub: Appeal for accepting Instrument Mechanic (Chemical
Plant) as eligible qualification for the post of JAT
(Rigman).

Respected Sir,

This is in reference to my discussion with your esteemed
authority during your last visit in Mumbai for the above issue.

We remain immensely grateful to your esteemed authority for
extending age relaxation to Radio operators, Boiler operators,
JAT (Cementing), also agreeing to convert the post of
stenographers to AG(HR)and AT (Boiler) to JAT (Boiler), this has
accommodated many departmental candidates who were
working as field operators and or Direct Employees for more
than a decade, this will go a long way in the present perception
of running the organization as" Joint Venture" and mutual
respect.

Mr. Leeladhar Koli who is working as Field Operator with us in
Drilling since the year 2000 has been refused for interview as
instead of carrying a trade certificate of Instrument Mechanic is
having a trade certificate as Instrument Mechanic (Chemical
Plant),Sir, you had very rightly pointed out that Instrumentation
qualification has no relevance with Rigmans work, all what we

••request is, when various divergent trades are acceptable for
the post of Rigman kindly accept similar qualification in
instrumentation termed differently.



When gIVIng the above reason we are disqualifying Mr. L Koli
from regularization for the post of JAT (Rigman), as an existing
field operator he will continue to be found fit to do the job of a
Rigman, which he has been doing for the past 13 years. It not
only amounts to self contradiction but also gross injustice to the
individual.

We understand that your authority has opined to have a view of
R&P (HQ), Sir we do not dispute with your decision, but with
directives of relaxation things will work out fast, and Mr.
Leeladhar Koli can also be interviewed by the board which will
be here for interviewing others for those you have already given
consent for age relaxation, he has already crossed successfully.
the biggest hurdle i.e. the written test, and we need not tell you
the scant possibilities of vacancies of Rigman being rolled out in
the near future.

I once again request your esteemed authority to consider the
case of Mr. Koli for further process of regularization for the post
of JAT (Rigman).

Thanking you
s faithfully

(Pradeep Mayekar)
General Secretary
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